








Comics is a procedure of 
mapping: mapping time 
into space.

Hillary Chute, Graphic Women

All comics from 
Peanuts to The 
Incredible Hulk to 
Persepolis, are 
drawing a map of time.


Scott McCloud, Understanding Comics



“Comics are like maps to me.  
The book (Fun Home) is a fairly 
accurate map of my life.” 

 
-Alison Bechdel







Maps are inherently visual,

and like in comics, image is perfectly married with text.

Carol Tyler















map |map| (New Oxford American Dictionary)  

noun - a diagrammatic representation of  an area of  
land or sea showing physical features, cities, roads, 
etc. 

• a two-dimensional representation of  the positions 
of  stars or other astronomical objects. 

•a diagram or collection of  data showing the spatial 
arrangement or distribution of  something over an 
area



map (Oxford Thesaurus of  English)  
noun - plan, chart. 

verb - to chart, plot, delineate, draw, depict, 
portray, survey.



matter |ˈmatə| Oxford Dictionary of English 

1 noun  physical substance in general, as distinct from mind and 
spirit; (in physics) that which occupies space and possesses rest 
mass, especially as distinct from energy 

2 a subject or situation under consideration  
(matters) the present state of  affairs 

3 [ with negative or in questions ] (the matter) the reason for 
distress or a problem: what's the matter? 

4 verb to be important or significant



Roz Chast



Wound Man from Hans von Gersdorff's 
Feldtbuch der Wundartzney 

(Fieldbook of Surgery)
(Strasburg, 1519).



From The Fabric of the Human Body 
by Andreas Vesalius

1543



(The human as industrial palace)

commissioned by German physician and author 
Fritz Kahn in 1926
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Body Maps





Adherence project, Canada







Let’s make our body maps



The outline -  
Body Gesture



THINK INSIDE OUT (how your body acts on your environment) 

- your bones and organs - thinking metaphorically, narratively as well as literally 

	 

And


OUTSIDE IN (how the environment acts on you)

-the air, water, light, etc but also the circles moving out around you - partner, close friends, family, 
communities, larger society


Think about your pathways of perception - hearing, vision, taste, smell, touch 


Think about your moods and emotions - where do they live on your body 

	 love, anger, joy, frustration, STRESS? 


Consider literal things on your body like scars, tattoos, other imprints - what stories do they tell and how do 
you represent these visually? 


How does your family traits / DNA exhibit itself on your body? 


What about the culture(s) you were raised in - how do those traditions enact themselves on your body? 


Where is college on your body? 


How does the environment in which you live enact itself on your body? 


Your general changes in health and ability - what comes to mind when you think about these embodied in 
your life? 


WHAT ELSE? WHAT IS MISSING? 

Some ideas if you need them… 


